24o	ASTROLOGICAL NOTES
to be neither friend nor enimie to °p ; but had it
beene to n Ros it had beene good, or had it beene to ss
Ross it had been bad. Also if the question be asked
in the night, then (in stead of multiplying by 6) you
must multiply by 5 ; either in day or night if nothing
remains, then h rules, if 6 then ? &ca.
39. NACHUTTURS AND PLANETS
To   know   under   every   Nachuttur   what  Planets
raigns and so  consequently will help or hinder the
Nachutturs.     Example :   First know what Ross the
party is of;   then multiply that by 4, and thereto ad
the number of the day of the weeke from O, and the
product divide by 9 ;  then that Planet from O raigns,
according to this manner O, J), <?, &  2J., $, h> S3, 8.
Example :   one of tf Ross when the Moone is in the
9th Nachuttur from T or 8th from b, on J) day, then
take 8 and multiply by 4 makes 32, to which ad 2
for }) day makes 34, which divide by 9 and there will
be 7 remaine.    So I  know h raignes> which being
neither friend nor enimie to tf, will be neither good
nor bad.    If i or O remains, then the party will be
angry;   if 2 or })> then profitable ;   if 3 or & then
mind will be for travell and bad ;   if 4 $ profitable;
if 5 2| profitable ; if 6 $ very good ;  if 7 h very bad;
if 8 S3 very bad ; if 9 83 ditto.
40. WHAT NACHUTTUR BAD
Harl. MS. 4255, fol. 13,
They   say   That   for   every   Ross   the   following
Nachutturs, reckoning from the Ross inclusive are

